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Notes on Operations

Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) has been commonly adopted by aca-
demic libraries in the United States for acquiring e-books in recent years. 
Implementation of the e-book DDA model varies by library. This paper intro-
duces and demonstrates a scenario analysis approach for libraries to evaluate, 
identify, and select a DDA plan that works best for them based on their DDA 
program data. This approach helps address some key questions facing libraries 
with a DDA e-book program: How may a DDA program be evaluated under dif-
ferent scenarios? Does a short-term loan (STL) option make sense? And, is the 
current DDA implementation a good fit for the library? The implications and 
related issues are discussed. 

In recent years, Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA), also known as Patron-
Driven Acquisition (PDA), has been commonly used in academic libraries in 

the United States for acquiring e-books based on patron selection and use from 
a pool of potential titles. E-book providers have introduced numerous imple-
mentation prototypes, and implementation of the e-book DDA model varies by 
library. For example, some libraries use a short-term loan (STL) element prior 
to a purchase, while other libraries have set a threshold of patron usage for trig-
gering a purchase directly without an STL. Likewise, the parameters within each 
business model, such as purchase triggers and contract terms, may vary by library. 

Kent State University Libraries (KSUL) introduced a DDA model in January 
2012 that provided about 20,000 e-book discovery records in its library catalog, 
with links to the e-books hosted on the ebrary platform. KSUL’s DDA model 
uses an auto-purchase triggered by a set number of uses with no STL compo-
nent. Selection criteria for DDA-eligible e-books are based on the print approval 
profile. Each week new discovery records are added to the local catalog and 
become accessible to KSU faculty and students. To date, nearly 50,000 discovery 
records have been added to the catalog and, of those, less than 2,500 merited 
enough use to trigger a purchase. In essence, the program includes the following 
components: 

1. selected discovery pool of e-book records which are uploaded into the 
library catalog 

2. catalog which patrons use to discover e-books and a link to their full text 
on the ebrary server 
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3. pre-set threshold for e-book usage, which when 
reached will automatically trigger e-book purchases

4. method to track e-book triggers and usage, which is 
reported by ebrary and shared with the library 

Given that the DDA model is relatively new, librar-
ies have adopted it on a “learn-as-you-go” basis. Academic 
libraries have employed the model without the benefit of 
guidelines for best practices. Today, the National Infor-
mation Standards Organization’s (NISO) Demand-Driv-
en Acquisition of Monographs recommendation provides 
librarians and e-book providers with standard industry 
definitions and consistent methods for implementing DDA 
programs (www.niso.org/workrooms/dda). The NISO docu-
ment covers all types of libraries, and applies to both e-books 
and print.

This paper provides an overview of some common 
e-book DDA implementation scenarios, and highlights 
important considerations for e-book DDA programs. It 
introduces a systematic approach to evaluate and com-
pare some common scenarios using data from the KSUL 
e-book DDA program. The research reported in this paper 
addresses key questions facing libraries with a DDA e-book 
program: 

• How may a DDA program be evaluated under some 
common DDA implementation scenarios? 

• Does an STL option make sense? 
• Is a DDA implementation a good fit for a library 

based on its e-book usage? 

The methodology illustrated in this paper will help 
libraries gain a better understanding of how DDA works 
under various conditions and identify the scenario that works 
best to achieve a maximum return on investment (ROI). The 
paper concludes with important considerations for e-book 
DDA implementation and suggestions for future study. 

Literature Review

The DDA Model

The major advantage of the DDA model for academic 
libraries is its capacity to provide immediate access to a 
large collection of e-books, enabling the library to purchase 
only those e-books that have utility to patrons.1 The library 
considers which e-books they would like to make available 
to their users and sets selection parameters to make sure 
that the discovery records fall within a defined scope. When 
implemented properly, DDA can augment traditional acqui-
sition models to provide a more utilitarian collection for its 
users.2 Common DDA models include: (1) auto-purchase 

triggered by a set number of uses, and/or (2) auto-purchase 
after a set number of STL transactions. 

Most DDA models employ a usage formula to deter-
mine how e-books will trigger a purchase by the library. 
Although the trigger formulas vary by provider, a common 
trigger threshold is ten page turns within the body of the 
text, ten consecutive minutes of use, or one print, copy, or 
download. Also known as the 10-10-1-1-1 paradigm, a pur-
chase or pay-per-view STL is triggered when one of these 
conditions is met.

There are many variables to consider when imple-
menting a DDA program, and libraries must decide which 
elements are the best fit for their collection development 
objectives. Many libraries have integrated STLs into their 
DDA program. Generally, this model utilizes the 10-10-1-
1-1 paradigm to trigger a certain number of STLs prior to 
final purchase as summarized and observed in the NISO 
DDA report.3 The library presets STLs generally for one 
day to a week, and the STL cost varies with the duration of 
the loan. Once a certain number of STLs have been logged, 
the e-book is purchased by the library for the cost of each 
rental plus the list price of the e-book. For example, if the 
rental fee for a one-day STL is 10 percent of the list price of 
a $100 e-book, each STL would cost the library $10. If the 
STL threshold is 3, then the fourth use is a purchase. The 
total cost to the library is $130; $30 for 3 STLs and the $100 
purchase price.

DDA Practices

Prior to the recent NISO recommendation, academic librar-
ies employed the DDA model without the benefit of guide-
lines for best practices. This section provides several DDA 
examples to show the implementation variations and assess-
ment variations in a number of program scenarios.

The University of Texas Libraries (UT Libraries) imple-
mented a variation of the DDA model in 2007 using e-book 
content offered through the E-Book Library Corporation 
(EBL). UT Libraries allocated $300,000 for a DDA pilot 
project using STLs. This model consisted of three STLs at 
5–10 percent of the list price with an auto-purchase at list 
price on the fourth use. The STL threshold was based on ten 
years of usage data captured from their NetLibrary e-books. 
Because a small number of their NetLibrary e-books had 
been used more than four times, they determined that this 
would be the logical formula. In cases where books were 
rented for more than $50.00, a mediator would determine if 
it was more economical for the library to purchase the book 
outright or to allow additional rentals.4

The DDA model employed by KSUL is mediated by 
KSUL’s book approval service, YBP Library Services, and 
does not employ STLs. E-books eligible for the discovery 
pool must meet certain criteria such as the classification 

http://www.niso.org/workrooms/dda
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requirements of the print approval plan, be published after 
2011, and cost less than $200. Excluded from the discovery 
pool are publications duplicated in the local print collection 
or consortial e-book holdings. In this way, KSUL controls 
spending and provides access only to e-books that fit existing 
collection-development guidelines.5 KSUL did not opt to 
use STLs with their DDA model based on some preliminary 
analysis. Purchase triggers consist of ten page views, ten con-
secutive minutes of use within a title, or one page (or portion 
thereof) copied or printed. 

Similar to the KSUL DDA model, Emory Libraries also 
filter e-book availability through an approval plan service 
provider. They chose to use EBL as the vendor with the 
added requirement of three STLs effective after a five-
minute browsing period. Purchase then occurs on the fourth 
use. In this model, the STL costs between 10 and 20 percent 
of the list price and, upon the fourth STL, a purchase is 
made. Emory justified use of this model based on data pro-
vided by EBL that most titles are browsed for less than five 
minutes and that 80 percent of titles are never used more 
than three times. Consultation with library peers confirmed 
EBL’s findings.6

The University of Kansas Libraries (KU) conducted a 
pilot for a print DDA program. The discovery pool included 
specific publishers with the most expensive titles and high-
est publishing rates, while less expensive books continued 
to be acquired on approval.7 In this model, a price cap was 
imposed on books for direct purchase, and those books that 
exceeded the threshold were loaded in the catalog for dis-
covery. In this way KU could provide “as-needed” services 
for more expensive books. 

Saint Anselm College in New Hampshire provides 
another example of a print DDA model. With this model, 
interlibrary loan requests that meet a certain condition are 
intercepted, rush purchased, made available to the patron, 
and added to the general collection. Because Saint Anselm 
College adopted the program in 2004, they have a significant 
amount of circulation data to assess their DDA’s perfor-
mance. They conducted assessment using four basic catego-
ries: circulation, appropriateness of selections, turnaround 
time, and cost. After studying the circulation comparison 
between DDA print books and those selected by faculty and 
librarians, they concluded that the DDA print books circu-
lated more than those acquired through traditional means, 
and regarded the program as an effective mechanism to 
strengthen their local book collection.8

NISO DDA Recommendations

The NISO DDA recommendations provide an overview 
of the various DDA business models and give guidelines 
on records management, profiling, and program imple-
mentation.9 It furnishes academic librarians and e-book 

suppliers with standard industry definitions and guidelines 
to develop sustainable DDA programs. It covers central 
aspects of DDA such as control over expenditures, lease 
versus purchase, hybrid models, and evidence-based acqui-
sition (EBA). The document also considers key aspects of 
assessment and raises issues regarding the impact of the 
DDA model on library services, publishing, and scholarly 
communications. 

Also useful is the section on MARC records manage-
ment. Although DDA access appears seamless to the user, 
record management requires frequent monitoring, upgrad-
ing, and removing and replacing content due to publisher 
changes. The document is tremendously helpful as it out-
lines the variables and options that help collections manag-
ers determine which DDA scenario best fit their library. 
Variables such as content profile, continued use, and dis-
tributor and publisher services contribute to the program’s 
overall cost. 

Another important topic in the guidelines addresses 
setting goals and assessing the DDA program’s effectiveness. 
Evaluation criteria will vary by program, but some of the 
more common metrics include cost-per-titles purchased and 
cost-per-total number of accessible titles. Although NISO 
asserts that the STL structure is more economical than a 
straight DDA model, the guidelines also caution readers that 
when assessing cost-per-use values, a title may not realize its 
true value until after a number of years post purchase. 

Theoretically, the STL option offers advantages over 
automated purchases without STLs because an STL book 
purchase is more likely to be based on the needs of multiple 
users. Until recently, the average cost for an STL was about 
10–15 percent of an e-book’s list price. However, in spring 
2014, a number of commercial publishers raised the cost 
of STLs as much as 300 percent. Some withdrew from the 
STL model completely as it was interpreted as not profit-
able, although the long-term impact of STLs on publisher 
revenues remains to be seen as STLs are still a relatively new 
practice. Academic librarians balked at this cost increase and 
questioned the ethical considerations of this price increase.10 
Did commercial publishers find that the STL model was 
truly not profitable? Could we also postulate that the STL 
model reduced the rate at which e-books sold and conse-
quently destabilized the revenue stream? 

DDA Assessment and Research Gap

Most published literature on DDA programs focuses on 
implementation practices at individual libraries. Among 
the reported cases with assessment components, libraries 
tend to compare their DDA programs with traditional print 
book acquisitions. In general, studies have found that usage 
statistics for DDA e-books tend to be higher than the usage 
of those selected by traditional means.11 
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KU Libraries found circulation to be higher for DDA 
materials than typical print collections.12 Brigham Young 
University compared the expenditure, usage, and aver-
age cost-per-use of DDA with the library’s tradition-
al purchasing model, and found that while the cost is 
roughly the same, the usage of DDA-acquired items is 
much higher. They concluded that DDA is more cost- 
effective when compared to a traditional acquisition 
approach.13 

KSUL assessed its DDA program by comparing it to 
its print books approval model regarding budget, costs, 
workflow, subjects, publishers, and usage.14 The results 
suggested that (1) the DDA program aligns the library’s 
collection with current user requirements, (2) DDA-
acquired e-books tend to have more uses than print books 
acquired traditionally, and (3) DDA is more cost-effective 
as an acquisition model. Similar comparisons have also 
been conducted for acquired items initiated by librarians 
and patrons. The University of Iowa Libraries case showed 
that patron-selected e-books were used twice as often as 
those selected by librarians.15 

There have been reported cases of possible reconfigu-
ration of DDA programs in hypothetical what-if scenarios. 
For example, after studying its first year of e-book spend-
ing, Grand Valley State University found that it could have 
saved about $20,000 by moving the automatic purchase 
trigger from three to five loans. In essence, they discov-
ered that the fifth loan was optimal.16 This finding sup-
ports NISO’s STL recommendation (www.niso.org/apps/
group_public/download.php/13373/rp-20-2014_DDA.pdf), 
which is based on studies that show that most e-books are 
used only a few times.17

However, the benefits of STLs have not been sup-
ported in the KSUL DDA program.18 Because of conflict-
ing evidence regarding the STL model, more research is 
needed for individual libraries to analyze their e-book usage 
under different DDA scenarios to determine which DDA 
model would achieve a maximum return on investment for 
the library. 

Research Method

KSUL started its pilot e-book DDA program with ebrary 
in January 2012 and continues to load discovery records 
into its library catalog weekly. KSUL uses the 10-10-1-1-1 
trigger formula for a DDA purchase without the use of 
STLs. The threshold associated with a trigger is defined 
as any one of the cumulated uses of an e-book: ten page 
views; ten minutes of view; or one copy, one print, or one 
download. Under the license terms, any initial e-book use 
is free until a purchase is triggered, and any use after pur-
chase is also free. 

For this study, the timeframe for data collection ranged 
from the beginning of the DDA program at KSUL, January 
1, 2012 to May 31, 2014. The data sources include the fol-
lowing: 

• discovery records uploaded to the local library catalog 
during the period

• ebrary trigger reports for all purchased e-books with 
triggering details such as when an e-book was trig-
gered, the trigger event, the purchase transaction 
date, list price, purchase price, eligibility for STL and 
purchase

• ebrary title report with e-book usage data such as 
number of views, minutes viewed, downloads, cop-
ies, and prints associated with each e-book title that is 
used during the timeframe regardless of whether an 
e-book is triggered or not

• Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic 
Resources (COUNTER) Book Report 2 compiled by 
ebrary that offers detailed title usage data by month. 
The COUNTER reports follow industry-standards 
for recording and reporting usage data of electron-
ic resources, which allow libraries to compare usage 
across publishers and vendors19

Figure 1 illustrates the sample size of each data source 
and the relationship among the data sets. During the review 
period, of the 46,858 discovery records uploaded to the 
library catalog, 87 percent (40,875) were not used. Among 
the 13 percent (5,983) of e-books that were used, only 5 
percent (2,124) were used, triggered, and purchased while 
the remaining 8 percent (3,859) received uses, but the usage 
was below the trigger threshold. 

As stated earlier, STL is a common option for many 
DDA programs and the recently released NISO report 
also recommends STL. For KSUL, it has been a question 
of whether the DDA program should also include STLs 
prior to a triggered purchase. To get a clear answer to the 
question, the following common scenarios are used for com-
parison: 

• Scenario 1 (current KSUL DDA practice): direct pur-
chase after first trigger without STLs 

• Scenario 2 (the what-if scenario): 3 one-day STLs pri-
or to purchase at the fourth trigger, with each STL at 
10 percent of list price

• Scenario 3 (the what-if scenario): 3 one-week STLs 
prior to purchase at the fourth trigger, with each STL 
at 20 percent of the list price

According to the ebrary representative who handles 
KSUL’s DDA program, the STL trigger threshold is the 
same as that for a purchase trigger threshold. It is essentially 

http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/13373/rp-20-2014_DDA.pdf
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/13373/rp-20-2014_DDA.pdf
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possible, based on usage data, to estimate the number of 
triggers per e-book, translate the usage into scenarios with 
STLs, and calculate the associated cost: 

• 1 trigger: 1 STL 
• 2 triggers: 2 STLs 
• 3 triggers: 3 STLs 
• 4 triggers and above: 3 STLs + 1 purchase

To calculate how many possible triggers are associ-
ated with each e-book, the researchers examined the trig-
ger reports and found that the copy, print, and download 
triggers are mutually exclusive without overlap with other 
triggers. However, the minute trigger is tied to the view 
trigger. In the ebrary reports up to December 2012, all five 
types of triggers and usage (view, minute, print, copy, and 
download) are included specifically. However, in ebrary 
reports after this period, the minute triggers and minute 
usage are merged with views for reporting. The researchers 
used the 2012 annual trigger report to calculate the average 
page views for the combined view and minute triggers. This 
resulted in the benchmark value of 9.8 views for a trigger by 
view and/or minute. The benchmark for view/minute trig-
gers is below 10 views due to some minute triggers contain-
ing low views. 

Finally, the researchers developed a set of rules for 
calculating how many triggers a purchased e-book might 
accumulate in different scenarios: 

1. Copy trigger count: number of copies, which is no 
more than the number of user sessions; 

2. Print trigger count: number of prints, which is no 
more than the number of user sessions; 

3. Download trigger count: number of downloads, up to 
the number of user sessions; 

4. View/minute trigger count: number of views/9.8 to 
get the raw count; the actual count should use whole 
numbers without any rounding off up or down; 

5. Add the above trigger counts to get the total possible 
triggers for each e-book. 

With the methods described above, based on the actual 
KSUL DDA e-book usage data, the researchers were able 
to calculate the number of triggers that may fit in different 
scenarios plus the associated costs for different scenarios. 
This simulation approach can be replicated for other DDA 
programs, providing scenario comparisons leading to an 
implementation plan that fits a particular library. 

Results

Fitting DDA Triggered E-books into Different Scenarios

All KSUL DDA triggered e-books are examined based on 
the method described in the Methods section. Table 1, bro-
ken down by year, summarizes how KSUL acquired e-books 
in different scenarios during the entire review period. 

The results show that, based on the actual e-book 
usage, the majority of KSUL DDA purchased e-books 
would have been purchased either after three STLs, or due 
to ineligibility for STLs according to acquisition options 
specified for individual DDA e-books. Specifically in 2012, 
83.8 percent of the triggered e-books would have been 
purchased in scenarios with STL options. This ratio was 
lower in 2013 at 70.7 percent, which could be due to the 
cumulative nature of e-book usage over time. This purchase 
ratio for 2012 to May 2014 would have been 78.2 percent. 
It should be noted that the three STLs prior to purchase 
would incur extra costs. 

Figure 1. Data Used for Analysis
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In contrast, only a small portion of the acquired e-books 
would stay at the STL stage in the timeframe examined. In 
2012, 16.2 percent of e-books would be available for 1–3 
STLs. The percentage would be at 29.3 in 2013 and at 21.8 
for 2012 to May 2014, respectively. These e-books would 
incur less cost for STLs than purchases. Only time will tell 
whether these e-books on STLs will continue to receive 
usage and eventually be purchased. 

Financial Picture of Various DDA Scenarios

To obtain a clear financial picture, the costs for different 
scenarios have been calculated and the results are summa-
rized in table 2. Overall, during the twenty-nine months of 
KSUL’s DDA program, the actual e-book usage data leads to 
the conclusion that the current KSUL DDA implementation 
offers better ROI than an STL program. This includes lower 
total cost, more titles owned for future free use, lower aver-
age cost per user session, lower average cost per title used, 
and lower average cost per title purchased.

In a specific year, an STL option may cost less in some 
measures. In KSUL’s case, 2013 incurred less cost in terms 
of the total expenditure, average cost per user session, and 
average cost per title used. However, the year saw a lower 
number of e-books owned and a higher average cost per title 
purchased. Over time, if the e-books with STLs continued 
to receive usage, it would continue to cost more to own and 
use them. In comparison, in 2012, all measures indicate that 
a DDA purchase was a better option. Essentially the STL 
option would cost more in all measures in 2012. 

The financial scenario analysis also shows that the cost of 
1-day STLs would be 26–27 percent of the total expenditure 
and the cost of 1-week STLs would be 41–43 percent for the 
KSUL DDA. It is worth noting that 19–21 percent of total 
expenses for the 1-day STL scenario, and 30–35 percent 
for the 1-week STL scenario, are for pre-purchase STLs, 
which is an added cost compared to outright purchase and 

contributes to higher average cost per title purchased in the 
two STL scenarios. 

It is clear that for KSUL’s DDA, STL is not appropriate, 
and in most scenarios the STL option would be more expen-
sive as an actual expenditure, average cost per user session, 
average cost per title used, and average purchase price while 
yielding fewer number of titles owned for future free use. 

Time Factor in DDA E-book Triggers and Use

Since DDA e-book triggers are based on cumulative usage, 
time is an important consideration when evaluating and 
comparing different scenarios. This study examined the 
time factor in e-book triggers and e-book use pattern over 
time. 

As shown in figure 2, 44 percent of acquired e-books in 
KSUL’s DDA program were triggered within six months of 
availability in the library catalog, 67 percent within one year, 
and 92 percent within 1.5 years. A small portion of e-books 
(8 percent) took greater than two years to be triggered. 
Overall, it took an average of 300 days from an e-book’s 
record upload to the catalog to a purchase trigger. This 
result may help DDA e-book programs establish a window 
for weeding e-book discovery records. It should be pointed 
out that the number of triggered e-books annually has been 
about 900 in the first two years of the program, despite the 
fact that the number of potential e-book titles as discovery 
records almost doubled at the end of the second year. At 
this point, KSUL’s DDA program has not weeded out older 
discovery records, as there are no established benchmarks 
and practices to do so, and the library is planning to look at 
the longitudinal usage data as the starting point. 

To identify the patterns of e-book use over time, we 
reviewed the usage data for e-books acquired in 2012 and 
2013 through KSUL’s DDA program. The following usage 
patterns emerged: 

Table 1. Scenarios Based on Usage

Scenarios

2012 2013 1/2012-5/2014

No. of 
E-books % % Total

No. of 
E-books % % Total

No. of 
E-books % % Total

Scenario 1 (current KSUL DDA practice): 
Direct triggered purchase without STL

900 100.0 100.0 905 100.0 100.0 2,124 100.0 100.0

Scenario 
2/3 (what-if 
scenarios): 
3 STLs 
prior to 
purchase

STL dis-
tribution

1 STL 6 0.7 16.2 17 1.9 29.3 75 3.5 21.8

2 STLs 80 8.9 155 17.1 206 9.7

3 STLs 60 6.7 93 10.3 183 8.6

Purchase 3 STLs + Purchase 675 75.0 83.8 517 57.1 70.7 1,427 67.2 78.2

STL not eligible 79 8.8 123 13.6 233 11.0

Total 900 100.0 100.0 905 100.0 100.0 2,124 100.0 100.0
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Table 2. Costs for Different E-Book Acquisition Scenarios

Scenario Notes Cost
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2012

Scenario 1 (current KSUL 
DDA practice): Direct 
triggered purchase without 
STL

Actual expenditure of 
KSUL DDA, no STLs

$86,115.18* 10,850 2,516 900* $7.94* $34.23* $95.68*

Scenario 2 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-day 
STLs prior to purchase

Estimated 1-day STL cost 
is @10% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$97,228.11
$25,268.66 (26%) on STLs)
$21,654.55 (22%) on pre-
purchase STLs**

10,850 2,516 754 $8.96 $38.64 $128.95

Scenario 3 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-
week STLs prior to  
purchase

Estimated 1-week STL cost 
is @20% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$122,496.76
$50,537.31 (41%) on STLs
$43,309.09 (35%) on pre-
purchase STLs***

10,850 2,516 754 $11.29 $48.69 $162.46

2013

Scenario 1 (current KSUL 
DDA practice): Direct  
triggered purchase without 
STL

Actual expenditure of 
KSUL DDA, no STLs

$86,724.85 12,572 3,268 905* $6.90 $26.54 $95.83*

Scenario 2 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-day 
STLs prior to purchase

Estimated 1-day STL cost 
is @10% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$81,960.22*
$22,238.74 (27%) on STLs
$15,586.90 (19%) on pre-
purchase STLs**

12,572 3,268 640 $6.52* $25.08* $128.06

Scenario 3 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-
week STLs prior to  
purchase

Estimated 1-week STL cost 
is @20% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$104,198.97
$44,477.49 (43%) on STLs
$31,173.80 (30%) on pre-
purchase STLs***

12,572 3,268 640 $8.29 $31.88 $162.81

1/1/2012 to 5/31/2014

Scenario 1 (current KSUL 
DDA practice): Direct  
triggered purchase without 
STL

Actual expenditure of 
KSUL DDA, no STLs

$204,632.61* 27,648 5,983 2,124* $7.40* $34.20* $96.34*

Scenario 2 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-day 
STLs prior to purchase

Estimated 1-day STL cost 
is @10% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$213,601.89
$55,497.56 (26%) on STLs
$44,586.67 (21%) on pre-
purchase STLs**

27,648 5,983 1,660 $7.73 $35.70 $128.68

Scenario 3 (what-if  
scenario): Up to 3 one-
week STLs prior to  
purchase

Estimated 1-week STL cost 
is @20% of list price, 4th 
trigger use is a purchase @
single user list price

$269,099.46
$110,995.13 (41%) on STLs
$89,173.34 (33%) on pre-
purchase STLs***

27,648 5,983 1,660 $9.73 $44.98 $162.11

* = best value for the column/measure among various scenarios in a specific timeframe.
** = extra cost on pre-purchase 1-day STLs.
*** = extra cost on pre-purchase 1-week STLs.
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• The number of acquired e-books used peaks dur-
ing the year in which they are triggered and decreas-
es over time. As summarized in table 3, all e-books 
acquired in 2012 were used during that year, while 
only 42 percent were used the following year, and 
were used at a prorated 32 percent during the third 
year. E-books acquired in 2013 demonstrated a sim-
ilar usage pattern for the triggers and acquiring year 
with some pre-trigger usage in the previous year, fol-
lowed by a decreased usage ratio (39.5 percent) in the 
subsequent year. 

• At the same time, other e-books continue to receive 
intense use over time as measured by successful sec-
tion requests per use. Ebrary defines successful sec-
tion requests as the total of the number of pag-
es viewed, copies made, pages printed, instances 
of PDF downloads, and instances of full-document 
downloads.20 The e-books acquired in 2012 received 
85.34 section requests during that year, 47.49 sec-
tion requests per used title in the subsequent year, 
and 75.78 section requests per used title in the third 
year. Of the e-books acquired in 2013, these e-books 
received 86.21 successful section requests per used 
title in the acquiring year, and 72.65 in the subse-
quent year. These results suggest sustained heavy 
usage over time for some e-books.

Discussion

This paper introduces a scenario analysis approach and 
illustrates how a DDA program may be evaluated under 
different scenarios using existing data. This data-driven 
simulation can help libraries understand how their DDA 
program would operate and perform in various scenarios 
without incurring actual expenses, using resources, and 
spending time on trial-and-error efforts. This approach may 
also be used to help libraries fine-tune their existing DDA 
programs, similar to what Grand Valley State University 
did to calculate the optimal number of STLs.21 With this 
approach, different DDA programs can be compared and 
a broad evidence-based recommendation of best practice 
may emerge. 

Results of this study clearly indicate that the current 
practice of KSUL’s DDA program, i.e., purchasing e-books 
outright, is a good fit for the library based on its e-book 
usage. Additionally, the results show the common DDA 
practice of three STLs prior to purchase would not work 
for KSUL’s DDA program. In the 29-month duration of the 
DDA program, 67.2 percent of the e-books purchased out-
right would have been purchased anyway after three STLs, 
which would have incurred 21 percent extra and unneces-
sary expenses on 1-day STLs and 33 percent extra expenses 
on 1-week STLs. The extra expenses would have resulted 

Figure 2. Time from Record Upload to Trigger
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in a higher purchase price for e-books acquired in the two 
scenarios with STLs, a result also found in analysis of the 
e-book program in California State University–Fullerton’s 
Pollak Library.22 

The findings of this study add to the debate about STL 
as a general recommended practice, and challenge the 
notion that the STL option is necessarily more economical 
for academic libraries than a DDA model that uses triggered 
purchases only. More research on various types of libraries 
is needed to gain a better understanding of the conditions 
and context wherein STLs are a better option than triggered 
purchases and vice versa. 

Since DDA, STL, and purchase outcomes are based on 
cumulative patron e-book usage, time is a key factor when 
evaluating and comparing DDA programs and scenarios. 
This study and previous studies have shown that while 
e-books experience decreased post-trigger usage overall, 
some e-books continue to receive heavy post-trigger use.23 
For a detailed assessment of e-book acquisition and collec-
tion development, it would be helpful to identify the profile 
of this set of e-books with sustained use. Likewise, the pro-
file of e-books with little or no post-trigger use would also be 
valuable for collection assessment and development. 

It should be noted that this study and most previous 
DDA research focuses on finances and e-book usage to 
evaluate DDA programs. There are other important consid-
erations that could affect DDA implementation decisions. 
Other considerations and factors may include user experi-
ence and satisfaction; user needs; library services; balanced 
collection development; subject/discipline; technical service 
workflow; publishers, authors, and scholarly communica-
tion.24 In particular, the NISO DDA recommended practice 
calls for a DDA model that works for publishers, vendors, 
aggregators, and libraries, and it is crucial that DDA models 
are sustainable for all e-book stakeholders involved.25 Howev-
er, it is unclear exactly how to achieve this desirable balance. 

The results of this study also raise new concerns about 
removing the DDA “deadweight” from the catalog. That is, 
if 87 percent of eligible DDA e-books have never been used 

and most e-books that are used are triggered within the 
first eighteen months of availability, further analysis of what 
is not used may provide insight about records that should 
be removed from the discovery pool. We know that factors 
such as an older publication date and superseded editions 
may be good targets for periodic weeding, but as this study 
has shown, other dynamics such as length of time in the 
catalog should also be a consideration.26 Subject analysis and 
metadata associated with the discovery records need further 
investigation to determine what variables are important to 
the issues of weeding. 

Conclusion

This study aimed to address key questions facing libraries 
with a DDA e-book program: how may a DDA program 
be evaluated under different scenarios, does an STL option 
make sense, and is the current DDA implementation a good 
fit for the library? A scenario analysis based on actual DDA 
usage data shows that for KSUL, STL does not appear to be 
a cost-saving option for the DDA e-books model. We know 
that for KSUL, time is an important variable when compar-
ing different e-book DDA scenarios. Other factors, such as 
discipline and subject, need further exploration for their role 
in e-book model comparisons. Because of numerous vari-
ables involved in each model, such as size and parameters of 
the discovery pool, it is difficult to make a broad-based con-
clusion on KSUL data alone. Further studies could include 
the application of this methodology against data from similar 
programs. In this way, the analysis could be applied to other 
e-book DDA programs for a general picture of e-book DDA 
best practices. 
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